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the geniuses—in none of them was the field symmetrical. The non-
geniuses were much more normal ; so that an abnormal field of
view seems to characterize genius. On the other hand, genius
would seem to have, if anything, a slower reaction-time than usual.
Amongst the bizarreries of genius, playing with orthography is men-
tioned, and a dog-latin letter of Swift to Stella is quoted. "One is
tempted," Lombroso remarks, "to find in this tendency to fabricate
a jargon, a trait connecting genius with criminality." The most
valuable part of the book is constituted by biographical details con-
cerning certain ' borderland' cases, calculating geniuses, thought
readers, artists, and political and religious 'mattoids.' The author's
curiosity and information, frankness, good-humor and vivacity are
beyond praise, but his incapacity for accurate reasoning is appa-
rently incurable ; and this book, were it not for the biographic mate-
rial which it contains, could only be regarded as one of the oddities
of scientific literature.
Degeneration. MAX NORDAU. Translated from the second edition
of the German work. New York, Appleton, 1895. 8vo., pp. 560.
A pathological book on a pathological subject. If one were to
apply Herr Nordau's method to the description of his own person,
one could hardly help writing him down as a degenerate of the
worst sort. He is a ' graphomaniac'; a misanthrope and a ' miso-
neist'; a 'coprolalic' ('idiot,' 'imbecile' are his mildest terms of
endearment) ; an ' erotomaniac' of the prudish sort, haunted by
horror of other people's sexuality; an obse'de', pursued without respite
by images of odious works of art; a ' megalomaniac' of the arro-
gant and insulting type; and, finally, a victim of insane delusions
about a conspiracy of hysterics and degenerates menacing the moral
world with destruction unless the sound-minded speedily arm and
organize in its defence. Add to this equipment the earnestness of
the gloomily insane, and their complete inability to see a joke (pages
of heavy invective against Oscar Wilde's epigrams!) and one gets a
not altogether consoling diagnosis of Herr Nordau's case. On the
other side, it must be admitted that he is really learned, not only in
contemporary German, French and English belles lettres, but in the
literature of neurological medicine as well, and that many of the
objects by whose odiousness his imagination is afflicted, Parisian
' pornographic' novels, for example, are loathsome indeed. When,
however, hardly a contemporary name, however great, escapes his
abuse, and the course over which he runs-a-muck lies through Wag-
ner, Tolstoi, Ruskin, Burne-Jones, Rossetti, Zola, Ibsen, and Niet-
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sche, as well as through Baudelaire and his descendants, it must be
admitted that his volumes are little more than a pathological 'docu-
ment' on an enormous scale, and an exhibition in minute detail of an
individual's temperamental restrictions in the way of enjoying art.
The only chapters that concern this REVIEW are those entitled
' the psychology of mysticism' and ' the psychology of egotism'
respectively. Mysticism and egotism are the great mental stigmata
of hereditary degeneration. Mysticism is, in brief, the tendency to
see in everything more than appears on the surface, and to suppose
mysterious significance in the plainest facts. Its condition, our
author says, is an inability of voluntary attention to confine the flow
of association. In the exhausted and aimless brain of a degenerate,
beyond the clear and immediate associates of an idea, there surges
up circle beyond circle of remote associates, pale and vague rever-
berations of distant ideas, which make all perceptions spectral and
all judgments uncertain. This is much like saying that in a healthy
mind thoughts should have no atmosphere, no overtones, no fringes
—an opinion to which few will subscribe.—Herr Nordau's explana-
tion of the egotism of degenerates is based on the observations of
Sollier and others upon imbeciles, and of Lombroso upon criminals,
showing obtuse sensibility of the skin and other perceptive organs.
Whilst the outer world thus comes to them and their congeners im-
perfectly, the inner world, on the contrary, fills them with its clam-
orous impulses and obsessions ; their enfeebled will cannot hold
the balance, the line (arbitrary at best) between the me and the
not-me is shifted, and the me fills the field of attention. This
theory, also, though it has its ingenuity, is one which psychologists
will hardly find completely satisfactory.
The translation, so far as I have examined it, reads fairly well.
But the publishers have made 560 very vast and ugly pages out of
the 1000 odd convenient pages of the two-volume original.
Genie und Entartung, eine psychologische Studie. WILLIAM HIRSCH.
Leipzig; Coblentz, 1894. 8", pp. 340.
It really reanimates one, after so much farce-comedy writing on
the subject of genius, to come upon a book based on psychological
analysis, logic, and common-sense. It would be well if all the ad-
mirers of Lombroso, Nisbet, and Nordau could be compelled to read
Dr. Hirsch's admirable study, of which every page is interesting
and acute. I can only quote general principles from it, leaving out
details. In the first place, the author remarks, ' genius' is a socio-
logical, not a psychological concept. The class of persons popu-
